
Entry  45

2021 StairCraft Awards
Best Straight Stairway - 

Traditional

Aesthetic Value:  
In this floating stair, classic elements like open ended treads
with stained box newels are paired with a glass balustrade for a
traditional style that still feels light in the middle of the wide
living area.

Stair Safety:
The stair meets all applicable codes. We paid particular
attention to ensure a 6" sphere could not pass under the bottom
rail.

Quality of Workmanship:  
The glass panels are uninterrupted by mid posts to make the
railing system look as floating as the stair structure. The light
custom stain matches the floor.

Technical Challenge:
Creating a rail system that was strong enough to support the
glass while not being overly bulky.

NOTE:  Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction. 



Entry  46

2021 StairCraft Awards
Best Straight Stairway - 

Traditional

Aesthetic Value:  
The American Walnut and White Oak provide a nice contrast in
this White Oak timber frame vacation home. The open rise
configuration gives an open feel while the treads and stringers
provide mass.

Stair Safety:
The stair was built to surpass 2012 IRC even though there is no
code jurisdiction where the cabin is located.

Quality of Workmanship:  
Solid hardwood construction of all components. Custom newels
included design elements to match the existing timbers in the
home. Slab treads are mortised into the stringer with fully
concealed hardware and no flush plugs.

Technical Challenge:
The well hole was too small and overall rise too high to
accommodate rise run requirements per the layout on the
original house plans. We were able to reconfigure the stair to
remedy the issues.

NOTE:  Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction. 



Entry  47

2021 StairCraft Awards
Best Straight Stairway - 

Traditional

Aesthetic Value:  
This stair was part of a large residence on the lake done in a
traditional lodge style. The stair was to compliment all
surrounding elements, paneling, timber frame and stone
fireplaces but not be to grand.

Stair Safety:
This stair has a very comfortable rise run and landings to break
the ascent.

Quality of Workmanship:  
The quality of the stair system required the utmost in attention
to the details.

Technical Challenge:
This stair presented challenges in fitting inside the timber
frame. We had to route treads and risers into post mid stair.
Integrating the complex round newel post into the stair case and
balustrade was a hurdle.

NOTE:  Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction. 


